
before i began the Type@Cooper program,  
typefaces felt structural to me. I imbued letterforms 
with grand, architectural metaphors of permanence, 
confidence, and stability. I imagined this program 
would teach us some method of secret-geometry, 
fraught with precision rulers and long lists of rules; 
building a typographic family and raising letterforms 
from the nothingness. After ten months of intensely 
working on and looking at type, I look at sets of 
letterforms and think, “Pizza Dough.” A fount of 
letters before me shares the tactile appeal of a lumpy, 
malleable mound of dough. I see them waiting for my 
fingers, the weight of the forms awkwardly waiting to 
be pushed and pulled into the even, smooth surface of 
a paragraph. I think about massaging lumps of color 
on a page, until a creamy layer begins to emerge across 
the text. Now that I see lumps of dough, I see more 
work ahead of me than when I started, but I feel ready 
to get to the work that’s there. 

Unsuprisingly, some of my earlier struggles were 
unique to the experience of learning to create type 
in a digital realm. The tools for digital type design 
lend themselves well to making something terrible, 
then poking and prodding it until it begins to 
work. I repeatedly made forms that would have 
been impossible for a broad-nib pen to create. Once 
I developed a conversation between my digital 
work and the broad-nib pen, I saw an immediate 
improvement in not only the forms, but in my own 
ability to recognize improved forms. I needed to learn 
how to recognize, understand, and create the logic 
behind a system of letterforms, and not just learn 
the forms themselves. This is the secret behind the 
structural qualities that I had often idolized in type. 

The structure is internal to the forms, and historic in 
its nature. Centuries of type have been built upon the 
idea that alphabets require their own self-governing 
logic. This logic allows for an otherworldly magic to 
occur, and a person is able to silently and comfortably 
read a body of text. I have learned to play with the raw 
dough of a set of letters; to work the dough and ease 
color into position. This work is carried out in service 
of a writer never met and for a reader never known and 
with the hope that these strangers will never notice.

Poet & Artist, Joan Brossa
despite a nearly complete lack of knowledge, I set 
out wanting to work with a non-English language. It 
seemed like a good strategy to help me look at type 
in a more abstracted form, and an opportunity to 
expand my understanding of non-Western language, 
culture, and letterforms. After some exploration, I 
decided upon the work of Barcelona poet, playwright 
and visual artist, Joan Brossa. His written and visual 
poetry often playfully addresses the act of reading, 
and is rife with winks towards type. In addition to 
his work, I procured bilingual poetry collections, and 
began collecting images, inspiration, and sample texts. 
I wanted to create type that would vanish, until the 
content itself drew the reader’s awareness to its form.

A Justified Excuse, Some of the books whose 
purchase was justified for by this project.

Executant 
(Performer)



Visual Poetry, by artist/poet Joan Brossa. 



Blind Exploration
i began exploring within the realm of translation 
contrast, which is based upon the strict logic of form  
produced by a broad-nib pen. I explored scale, materi-
als, width, weight, x-height, and serif construction. 
While I was certainly enjoying this exploration, I 
lacked a system for evaluation. Without a defined set 
of criteria, broad exploration has a difficult time yield-
ing specific results. In my design work, when making 
decisions about type, it was with the luxury of looking 
at paragraphs of type. This had always been my system 
for evaluation. In an attempt to replicate this advan-
tage, I wrote a python script to help me typeset drawn 
letters. It soon became apparent that my drawings were 
extremely inconsistent. Each letter felt like a stand-
alone, and I still didn’t know how to make decisions 
that would lead to a better letter for my intended 
purpose. While my drawing was improving, I knew 
that I could linger at this stage indefinitely and get no 
closer to better decision-making. I needed to be draw-
ing forms and building logic into those forms, as well 
as a metric for evaluation. Instead of relying on faux 
paragraphs, I needed to be building digitally.

Drawing & Exploration, Early process work for Executant.

Python Script, to typeset drawn letterforms. This was my first 
foray into ‘procrasti-scripting.’



Blind Digitization
as i started to draw digitally, I was doing my best 
(and was often reminded) to think about thicks and 
thins. This led to several versions of letterforms with 
odd pinching in the NNW-to-SSE corners. What I 
was failing to think about was the movement of the 
stroke. The “thicks and thins” here are unnatural to 
the reality of using a broad-edged pen. The transitions 
have not been cared for and there is no underlying 
logic to the system of shapes. I had this idea that the 
outside contour and inside contours should lock into 
place, and thought that through this, I could create 
a structure. I was spending less time drawing with 
a pen and the work became disconnected from my 
earlier drawings and explorations. Instead, I tried 
to coerce these new shapes into a cohesive system. 
I compensated for a lack of internal logic with an 
extreme rigidity in construction. If I caught wind of a 
‘type design rule’, I was going to follow it, regardless of 
whether or not I had a clear understanding of why. 

This became especially problematic when I 
encountered opportunities to invent forms. I struggled 
to do so, leading to uninspired serifs, an especially 
uncomfortable top serif to the ‘a,’ and a rather tacky 
flag to the ‘g.’ I was desperately following every step 
meticulously, thinking that would be enough to 
construct the stable, structural forms that I revered. 
I wanted to be a dancer by learning all of the steps, 
but I was ignoring all of the movements. I needed to 
understand the motion behind the forms, and then I 
would be able to not only craft the forms, but control 
the space that was created around them. 

I began to get feedback that I needed to pay attention 
to “the speed of the curve.” Slowly, forms were kind of 
starting to smooth out, but I was nervous about losing 
what I was imagining to be originality. With one week 
left before our second term critique with Jesse Ragan, 
I was frankly advised to revisit my lowercase control 
characters, from which the majority of lowercase forms 
take their cues. This threw me into a complete tailspin. 
What was it that I was not seeing? 

The words “speed of the curve” started to replace 
“thicks/thins” as my personal type design mantra and I 
settled in for a string of long nights, as I determined to 
figure it out.
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Aardvark Ablution Acrimonious Adventures Aeolian Africa Agamemnon Ahoy Aileron Ajax Akimbo Altruism America Anecdote 

Aorta Aptitude Aquarium Arcade Aspartame Attrition Aurelius Avuncular Awning Axminster Ayers Azure Banishment Benighted 

Bhagavad Biblical Bjorn Blancmange Bolton Brusque Burnish Bwana Byzantium Cabbala Cetacean Charlemagne Cicero Clamorous 

Cnidarian Conifer Crustacean Ctenoid Culled Cynosure Czarina Dalmatian Delphi Dhurrie Dinner Djinn Document Drill Dunleary 

Dvorak Dwindle Dynamo Eames Ebullient Echo Edify Eels Eftsoons Egress Ehrlich Eindhoven Eject Ekistics Elzevir Eminence 
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Grizzled Gumption Gwendolyn Gymkhana Harrow Heifer Hindemith Horace Hsi Hubris Hybrid Iambic Ibarra Ichthyology Identity 

Ievgeny Ifrit Ignite Ihre Ikon Iliad Imminent Innovation Iolanthe Ipanema Irascible Island Italic Ivory Iwis Ixtapa Iyar Izzard Janacek 

Jenson Jitter Joinery Jr. Jungian Kaiser Kenilworth Khaki Kindred Klondike Knowledge Kohlrabi Kraken Kudzu Kvetch Kwacha Kyrie 

Labrador Lent Lhasa Liniment Llama Longboat Luddite Lyceum Mandarin Mbandaka Mcintyre Mdina Mendacious Mfg. Mg Milli-

nery Mlle. Mme. Mnemonic Moribund Mr. Ms. Mtn. Munitions Myra Narragansett Nefarious Nguyen Nile Nkoso Nnenna Nonsense 

Nr. Nunnery Nyack Oarsman Oblate Ocular Odessa Oedipus Often Ogre Ohms Oilers Okra Olfactory Ominous Onerous Oogamous 

Opine Ornate Ossified Othello Oubliette Ovens Owlish Oxen Oyster Ozymandias Parisian Pb Pd. Penrose Pfennig Pg. Pharmacy 

Pirouette Pleistocene Pneumatic Porridge Pp. Principle Psaltery Ptarmigan Pundit Pyrrhic Qaid Qed Qibris Qom Quill Ransom Rb. 

Rd. Renfield Rheumatic Ringlet Rm. Ronsard Rp. Rte. Runcible Rwanda Rye Salacious Sbeitla Scherzo Serpentine Sforza Shackles 

Sinful Sjoerd Skull Slalom Smelting Snipe Sorbonne Spartan Squire Sri Stultified Summoner Svelte Swarthy Sykes Szentendre Tar-

ragon Tblisi Tcherny Tennyson Thaumaturge Tincture Tlaloc Toreador Treacherous Tsunami Turkey Twine Tyrolean Tzara Ubiq-

uitous Ucello Udder Ufology Ugric Uhlan Uitlander Ukulele Ulster Umber Unguent Uomo Uplift Ursine Usurious Utrecht Uvula 

Uxorious Uzbek Vanished Vd. Venomous Vindicate Voracious Vrillier Vs. Vt. Vulnerable Vying Washington Wendell Wharf Window 

Wm. Worth Wrung Wt. Wunderman Wyes Xanthan Xenon Xiao Xmas Xray Xuxa Xylem Xarrow Xbarra Xcair Xds. Xellowstone Xggdrasil 

Xin Xlang Xours Xpsilanti Xquem Xrs. Xs. Xtterbium Xunnan Xvonne Xanzibar Xero Xhora Xinfandel Xone Xuni Xwieback Xygote
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Honagonal engining guo 

ilea onionangle aglee oil 
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ORIGINALS: Exploring lowercase ‘g’ (Rest of glyphs are the same)

Honagonal engining guo 

ilea onionangle aglee oil 

uln gi logging oe iguana oen a 

ungainagle Hn ulnae ann unnail 

ae gn nallaingul 

 

Ogga 

lig holeen ingoa onglan 

ia nioagh nillie an aa 

oagin unlagoon algael Ha 

nian ano ganelleia nohhaghialae 

en naaing
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Executant_5, one week until a critique and I needed to 
solidly figure out my “n”, my “o”, before I could confidentally 
fix everything else.



ooo/?o/?/?/?ooo
after a few desperate attempts at an easy fix/total 
update proved fruitless, I stopped doing anything else 
until I figured out my lowercase o. I lacked a visual 
understanding of what constituted a strong form. 
Through a great number of iterations and no small 
amount of coaching, I set about fully learning it. I’d 
be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge Hannes Famira, who 
demonstrated an Olympian patience throughout this 
exercise (for which I am extremely grateful.) While I 
didn’t subject him to every o here, he was consulted 
and advised on far too many of them. Eventually, I 
trusted the eyes of those who knew better and let go 
of whatever it was I was holding. While the final result 
of this endeavor had too high of a contrast for my 
project, I was able to build on top of the final weight 
distribution established and draw a new and vastly 
improved lowercase.



The Beginning of Intention
i started to use tracing paper directly atop of 
printouts from digital drawings. This provided an easy 
method to experiment with and invent new shapes, 
while maintaining the logic of what had already been 
established. I was able to power through the end of 
our second term and showed a one-week old typeface 
to Jesse Ragan for a critique. Amongst the more 
specific feedback that he provided, he mentioned that 
it’s sometimes helpful to “imagine that your typeface 
already exists, and has existed...now, try to think 
about how it looks.” (Not an exact quote, apologies 
to Jesse.) I find myself referencing this idea often. 
Letters should feel natural to their own movements. 
With a new mantra in hand, I let go and relaxed about 
my own self-serving desire to be “original.” I started 
to think about how to build letterforms that were 
logical/natural, which in a lovely twist provided the 
structure I needed to create new ideas. It became more 
important for them to feel correct, than new. With this 
updated approach and the additional notes, I was able 
to cheerfully re-draw my lowercase during the interim 
between semesters.
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Born in Barcelona into a family of artisans� Joan 
Brossa �1919�1998� first began writing when he 
was mobilised in the Spanish civil war� During the 
forties he was introduced to surrealism thanks 
to meeting Joan Mir� and Joan Prats� This led 
him to start writing sonnets� odes and theatre 
pieces �which he called �scenic poetry�� within a 
neo�surrealist framework� In 1941� influenced by 
Futurism� he produced his first visual poems� He 
founded the Dau al Set in 1948 and during the 
fifties his poetry took on a social engagement� The 
poems presented here are all from The Tumbler � 
El Saltamart� �1963�� where the synthesis of these 
factors is evident�
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Executant_8, as shown for end of Second Semester 
Critique with Jesse Ragan

Process Leads to Progress
an underlying logic began to develop within the 
letters, helping to develop more interesting and logical 
serifs. Exploring an extra bold weight and drawing 
for better interpolation highlighted other problems 
of weight distribution, and eventually led to another 
revision of the lowercase o and all of the changes 
that come with that revision. For practical reasons, I 
decided to pause the development of the Extra Bold 
and focus in on the Italic and the Roman. As the forms 
improved and I began to have the right ingredients, 
a pizza dough began to develop. The color of a 
paragraph became my favorite platform for evaluation. 
It allowed me to really begin the work of massaging 
and balancing letterforms into a functional system.

Around this time, Ewan Clayton spoke about reverse-
engineering letter construction from a Gutenberg 
specimen. He mentioned the possible mistakes that 
can only occur from using a pen in a specific way. 
Broad-nib mistakes (potentially charming) differ from 
digital mistakes (which work against the established 
logic.) And so, a mantra about mistakes was formed.
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Executant_12, after experimenting with an Extra Bold  
weight, and drawing for better interpolation
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Executant_9, as shown for beginning of Third Semester, 
post-Jesse Ragan critique.

After one late night working on type, I was trying not 
to wake my husband and was fumbling through an 
extremely dark room, struggling to find the door knob. 
I knew the general direction of the door, and I slowly 
moved towards where I imagined it was in relation 
to myself. As my eyes began to adjust to the lack of 
light, different shapes snapped into position and I 
was able to move towards the door with intention, 
confidently turn the knob, and return to my work. 
Similarly, I noticed that my eyes needed to adjust 
to looking at type. As my eye began to develop and 
improve at this nuanced observation, I began to feel 
the same confidence I felt in the dark room. It’s the 
confidence that finally allowed me to start correcting 
and evaluating forms with intention, and not just 
submitting to exploration. 



Really Good Feedback
learning to look at type has provided me the 
backbone I needed for its development and usage. 
Without the availability of comprehensive historic, 
theoretical, and practical information provided by the 
Type@Cooper program, I would not have been able 
to push this project over it’s considerable humps. I 
am incredibly grateful for the education, opportunity, 
and feedback that I was provided by Hannes Famira, 
Alexander Tochilovsky, Cara Di Edwardo, Andy 
Clymer, our Workshop Instructors, Lynne Yun, Fred 
Shallcrass, Douglas Hayes and my classmates. 

From here, the best I have to offer is the promise to 
keep working. Joan Brossa writes, “These lines...are no 
more than a collection of signs to decipher. The reader 
of the poem is a performer.” (See the end of this text 
for the full poem in English and its original Catalan.) 
In all design work, space is created and crafted for the 
reader’s performance. Design and content must work 
together to entice, facilitate and reward readers for 
the generosity of their time. If that is a gift you have 
shared with this text today, then I emphatically thank 
you for the time spent in its service, and humbly hope 
you feel some kind of reward in turn.

Above all, know that the process 
(justifiably) requires you to 
closely examine many dozens of 
proofing documents.

Above all, know that the process (justifiably) 
requires you to closely examine many dozens 
of proofing documents.

Many dozens 
of proofing 
documents.

Executant Medium, pangram above. 
Executant Italic, pangram left.

Proofing Documents, This is almost all of the 
proofing documents that I have been using to 
test Executant, helped by my daughter Mollie 
who was patient, though bored, as I worked 
through them all. 

Lowercase o, The left column shows earlier 
versions, where I was still struggling with 
the movement of the stroke. Top-to-bottom 
depicts older-to-updated versions.

Mantras:

• Thicks and Thins

• Think about the speed  
of the curve.

• Imagine that your typeface 
already exists, and work 
towards making it feel 
natural. The letters should 
look as if they have always 
looked that way.

• Limit your realm of possible 
mistakes, so they align 
with the realm of mistakes 
associated with the tool your 
letters are based upon. 



Many dozens 
of proofing 
documents, on 
the ground.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP 
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP 
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

“I once heard the writing process 
described as a process requiring 
tinier and tinier screwdrivers.”



Prelude

These lines, like
sheet music, are no more
than a collection of signs to
decipher. The reader of the poem
is a performer. 

But, 
today, I leave 
my spirit in
its natural state. I
don’t want it agitated by thoughts
or ideas.

Poetry by Joan Brossa. Poems and Translations have been used here for educational purposes only.  
They were pulled from the Cordite Poetry Review http://cordite.org.au/translations/griffiths-brossa/

Preludi

Aquests versos, com
una partitura, no són més
que un conjunt de signes per a 
desxifrar. El lector del poema
és un executant.

Però,
avui, deixo estar
el meu esperit en el
seu estat natural. No
vull que l’agitin pensaments
ni idees.

Executant is a Typeface in Progress, by Elizabeth Fileti. It was created as her final project for Type@
Cooper 2016-17, New York City. Cooper Union, NYC is a long commute from Caldwell, NJ. If not for the 
patience and generosity of Michael and Mollie Fileti, The Sedlaceks, and the punctuality of DeCamp bus 
services, this project would not have been possible. 

In addition to Executant Medium and Italic, Adobe Garamond and Trade Gothic were also used 
throughout this text. 

Questions, Comments, and Suggestions for the Lowercase o will forever be welcome:  
beth@politetype.com


